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Abstract

We report the results of an empirical investigation of the extent to which supernatural believers endorse a porous conception of the mind, i.e., the belief that one's thoughts can be directly perceived by others. We developed a porous theory of mind (PToM) scale, tested its factor structure by using both exploratory and confirmatory factor analyses, and showed its relation with supernatural beliefs in three studies in the Netherlands and one study with North-American participants. We found that endorsement of a PToM is positively related to paranormal beliefs. We also showed that the endorsement of a porous view of the mind differs in meaningful ways between people from different religious backgrounds (i.e., Protestants vs. Catholics; spiritualists vs. religious believers). The finding that supernatural believers endorse a porous conception of the mind fits well with recent work in the field of the anthropology of religion and the psychology of paranormal beliefs. We propose that our PToM scale provides a parsimonious measurement tool (i.e., consisting only of 4 items) that circumvents socially desirable responding, while providing direct insight in the endorsement of paranormal beliefs.
1 Introduction

Central to many religions is the notion that God has access to our deepest thoughts and feelings (Haslam, Kashima, Loughnan, Shi, & Suin, 2008), as exemplified for instance by the following passage from the biblical book of Psalms, considered by Jews and Christians as a part of their Scriptures: ‘Search me, O God, and know my heart: try me, and know my thoughts’ (Psalm 139:23; KJV). Moreover, many believers are convinced that supernatural entities, like God or Satan, can place thoughts in our mind as well (Irmak, 2014). In fact, the ability to distinguish one’s own thoughts from externally inserted thoughts is key to many new religious and spiritual movements, such as charismatic Pentecostal churches and a variety of New Age and psychic beliefs. For instance, field studies in the Vineyard Pentecostal church have shown that believers learn to hear the voice of God through a process referred to as ‘inner sense cultivation’ (Luhrmann, 2012). Basically, by paying careful attention to one’s inner thoughts and sensations believers gradually learn to attribute spontaneous thoughts to God. Many psychics are convinced that they have a special capability for mind-reading (Fenwick, Galliano, Coate, Rippere, & Brown, 1985) or for communicating with spirits of deceased ancestors (Winkelman, 2002). Within New Age communities different courses and training programs on the development of psychic abilities can be found, which often share the notion that one should pay close attention to one’s inner sensations and learn to reduce one’s natural tendency to inhibit or discredit spontaneous thoughts and images (Luhrmann, 1991). The fact that believers in supernatural entities frequently report the experience of externally attributed thoughts, implies that believers may endorse a different concept of the human mind than skeptics and non-believers. It has been suggested that the prototypical Western conception of the mind is best captured by the ‘Mind as container’-metaphor, i.e., the mind is a container filled with private thoughts and feelings to which only the person him/herself has access (Gibbs & Obrien, 1990; Lakoff & Johnson, 1980). It has also been suggested that the Western notion of the mind is ‘bounded’, reflecting the assumption that outside entities cannot enter the mind and that inner thoughts cannot leave the mind (Taylor, 2007). In contrast, non-western cultures and many religions may be characterized by a ‘porous’ view of the mind, according
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to which supernatural entities can enter the mind (Lillard, 1998). Endorsing a ‘porous theory of mind’ (PToM) implies that direct communication between different minds is possible: from human minds to supernatural entities (e.g., as observed in prayer) and from supernatural entities to human minds (e.g., as observed in supernatural revelations, or when hearing God’s voice). Thus, a central feature of many supernatural beliefs may be the endorsement of a porous conception of the mind (Cassaniti & Luhrmann, 2011).

Surprisingly, although many cross-cultural and ethnographical studies have shown cultural variations in theory of mind – ascribing different functions and importance to the concept of ‘mind’ (Lillard, 1998; Riekki, Lindeman, & Lipsanen, 2013) – the idea that different groups of believers in supernatural phenomena within Western cultures may be characterized by endorsing different gradations of a PToM has hardly been investigated. Here, we hypothesized that we should observe meaningful differences in the conception of the mind as being bounded vs. porous, depending on one’s religious and spiritual beliefs. That is, we hypothesized that a porous conception of the mind is at the heart of many spiritual and paranormal beliefs (Irwin, 2009), as well as of many evangelical beliefs (Luhrmann, 2012) that are characterized by the notion that mind-reading and communication with supernatural entities is possible. In contrast, religious communities that actively discourage the belief that direct personal communication between God and men is possible, such as Orthodox Protestant believers, should be characterized by a more bounded view of the human mind (Emmons & Sobal, 1981; Rice, 2003).

To investigate our hypotheses, we developed a novel scale to measure the extent to which people view the human mind as bounded vs. porous. Across four studies involving paranormal believers, religious believers and non-believers from different denominations in both the Netherlands and the US we investigated the relation between our PToM scale with paranormal and traditional religious beliefs.

As a starting point for constructing a new scale, we built on the notion that linguistic metaphors often reflect the implicit concepts that are prevalent in one’s culture (Gibbs & O'Brien, 1990; Lakoff & Johnson, 1980). These metaphors are typically derived by applying properties from a concrete physical domain to an abstract target domain (e.g., ‘importance = weight; ‘love = warmth’ etc.). We thus created variants of the ‘mind-as-container’ metaphor by presenting participants with different metaphors describing the mind as reflecting either a transparent or a porous entity (e.g., ‘The mind is like a glass cube’; ‘The mind works like an antenna’). We asked participants to what extent they thought each metaphor was an accurate description of the human mind. Next, the different items were combined in a PToM scale. We investigated the relation...
between the PToM scale and paranormal and traditional religious beliefs by including well-established scales to measure these beliefs (Jong, Bluemke, & Halberstadt, 2013; Tobacyk, 2004). The first two studies were partly conducted at psychic fairs in order to obtain sufficient variability in religious and paranormal beliefs (for similar approach, see: van Elk, 2013; 2015). The third study was conducted in the Netherlands, targeting specific groups of orthodox Dutch Protestant and Catholic believers (see also: van Elk, Rutjens, & van Harreveld, 2017). The fourth study was conducted by recruiting a large sample of participants from Amazon’s Mechanical Turk system living in North-America (Buhrmester, Kwang, & Gosling, 2011).

2 Study 1

2.1 Methods

2.1.1 Participants

The first study was conducted as a field study at a psychic fair in the Netherlands (Paranormaal Alternatief, September 2014, Rijswijk, the Netherlands). Visitors of the fair were invited to participate in a study on the ‘psychological basis of paranormal beliefs’, by completing a computerized or a paper-and-pencil version of a questionnaire. All participants gave informed consent before participating and were offered a fair-trade chocolate bar upon completing the questionnaire. In the first study, in total 71 respondents participated (14 males; mean age = 44.67 years, SD = 14.66; age range = 19 – 68 years).

2.1.2 Materials and Analysis

Participants were presented with a questionnaire, measuring basic demographic variables (age, gender, level of education), traditional religious beliefs (using the ‘supernatural belief scale’; SBS; 10 items; Cronbach’s α = .86; cf. Jong et al., 2013) and paranormal beliefs (using a shortened version of the revised paranormal belief scale; RPBS; 15 items; Cronbach’s α = .91; Tobacyk, 2004). The SBS scale was administered using an 8-point Likert scale (1 = strongly disagree to 8 = strongly agree), the RPBS scale was administered as a 7-point Likert scale (1 = strongly disagree to 7 = strongly agree) and for each subject the mean scale score was calculated.

To measure belief in a porous theory of mind (PToM), first participants were presented with the following instruction (translated from Dutch): ‘In different cultures, different metaphors have been used to describe the mind. Below, different metaphors are presented. Please indicate to what extent you believe that the metaphor describes the human mind’. The following metaphors were included:
The human mind is like a glass cube; others can read your thoughts as well. The human mind works like an antenna; signals from the outside may be received and sent. The human mind is like a treasure box; you have the key, but everyone who is capable to open the lock has access to your thoughts and feelings. The human mind is like an Internet router, receiving and sending thoughts and feelings.

Participants indicated to what extent they agreed or disagreed for each statement on a 7-point Likert scale (1 = strongly disagree; 7 = strongly agree).  

A factor analysis was conducted to determine the underlying factors of the PToM items. Following (Russell, 2002), a principal axis factoring (PAF) analysis without rotation was performed on the 4 item scores. Based on visual inspection of the scree-plot a solution with one underlying factor was selected. This solution was confirmed by using parallel analysis in which the observed eigenvalues were compared to the distribution of eigenvalues obtained through 500 random permutations (Glorfeld, 1995). To investigate whether the PToM scale was associated with supernatural and paranormal beliefs, we conducted a correlation analysis in which we correlated the mean PToM score with the other variables (i.e., age, education, religiosity and paranormal beliefs).

2.2 Results

2.2.1 Descriptive Statistics 

The average score on the RPBS was 5.03 (SD = 1.09; range = 2.80–7.00), reflecting that overall our participants strongly believed in paranormal phenomena (range: 1 = strongly disagree; 7 = strongly agree). The average score on the SBS was 4.81 (SD = 1.51; range = 1.30–8.00), indicating a moderate to strong belief in traditional religious concepts (range: 1 = strongly disagree; 8 = strongly agree). The average score on the PToM scale was 4.54 (SD = 1.42; range = 1.00–7.00), reflecting that participants tended to agree that the porous theory of mind metaphors were an accurate reflection of the human mind (range: 1 = strongly disagree; 7 = strongly agree).

Initially, we also included 3 additional items from the magical ideation scale that were related to mind-reading (Eckblad & Chapman, 1983) and a reverse-coded metaphor (representative of a bounded conception of the human mind). However, because these items were conceptually different from the other PToM items and as previous studies already showed a relation between magical ideation and paranormal beliefs (Thalbourne & French, 1995; Williams & Irwin, 1991) we did not include these items in the final analyses.
2.2.2 Principal Axis Factoring Analysis of the PToM scale

The Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin measure verified the sampling adequacy for the factor analysis; KMO = .76 (Field, 2009). Bartlett’s test of sphericity; \( \chi^2(6) = 96.26, p < .001 \), indicated that the correlations between the items were appropriate for doing a PAF analysis. An initial analysis was run in which eigenvalues were obtained for each of the components. Based on visual inspection of the plot of Cattell’s scree test, a one-factor solution was selected, accounting for 53.1% of the variance (see Table 1 for items and factor loadings). This analysis was confirmed by using parallel factor analysis (Glorfeld, 1995), indicating that only the eigenvalue of a 1-factor solution fell outside the 95th percentile of the randomization distribution. Accordingly, the 4 PToM items were combined in an average scale score, with a reliability of \( \alpha = .80 \).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factor 1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The human mind is like a glass cube; next to you, others can read thoughts as well.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The human mind works like an antenna; signals from the outside may be received and sent.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The human mind is like a treasure box; you have the key, but everyone capable of opening the lock has access to your thoughts and feelings.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The human mind is like an internet router, receiving and sending thoughts and feelings.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.2.3 Correlation Analysis

As can be seen in Table 2, the PToM scale correlated strongly with traditional religious beliefs (as measured with the SBS) and with paranormal beliefs (as measured with the RPBS). Age was positively associated with religious and paranormal beliefs, but no significant relationship between education and religious and paranormal beliefs was observed.

2.3 Discussion

In the first study we established that the PToM items loaded on one factor (using Exploratory Factor Analysis; the one-factor structure was confirmed using Confirmatory Factor Analysis in Study 4), reflecting the extent to which people endorse a porous conception of the mind. We found that a stronger
endorsement of a porous notion of the mind was positively related to traditional religious beliefs and even more strongly to paranormal beliefs. These findings are in line with the theoretical suggestion that supernatural believers are characterized by a different conception of ‘mind’ than skeptics and non-believers (Cassaniti & Luhrmann, 2011).

An obvious concern in the first study is that the relation between the PToM scale and paranormal or religious beliefs can actually be explained by a conceptual overlap in the items used to measure PToM (e.g., ‘The human mind works like an antenna; signals from the outside may be received and sent.’) and paranormal beliefs (i.e., ‘Mind reading is possible’). This problem is also known as the common method bias, in which the variance in the dependent measures is to some extent caused by the use of the same measurement tool (i.e., self-report questionnaires; cf. Podsakoff, MacKenzie, Lee, & Podsakoff, 2003). However, when looking separately at the inter-item correlations, we found that the PToM scale was significantly related to all individual RPBS items (except for belief in astrology), many of which did not have an obvious relation with ‘mindreading’ (e.g., psychokinesis; predicting the future etc.). In addition we found that the PToM scale was positively related to traditional religious beliefs, which did not have any association with psychic abilities.

A second concern was that in Study 1 participants were recruited at a psychic fair and this likely resulted in a selective and potentially biased sample. Accordingly, in Study 2 we aimed to replicate and extend the findings to a broader population. Therefore, in Study 2 we recruited visitors of a psychic fair, but also visitors of a Christmas fair to participate in our study. This way we aimed to obtain more variability in our measures of religious and paranormal beliefs. In addition, by testing participants at a psychic fair and a Christmas
fair we could also establish the construct validity of the PToM scale, as we expected that psychic believers (visiting the psychic fair) should endorse a more porous view of the mind than people who did not explicitly believe in psychic phenomena (i.e., participants visiting the Christmas fair).

3 Study 2

3.1 Methods

3.1.1 Participants
The second experiment was conducted as a combined field and online study. Visitors of a psychic fair (Paraview, Heemstede, the Netherlands, December 2014) were invited to participate in a study on the ‘psychological basis of paranormal beliefs’ by completing a computerized questionnaire. They were offered a fair-trade chocolate bar upon completing the questionnaire. Visitors of a Christmas fair (Kerstfair, De Broodfabriek, Rijswijk, December 2014) were also invited to participate and received a voucher with a link to the same online study. Participants at the Christmas fair were offered a small fair-trade chocolate bar in advance and could win a lottery (4 times a voucher of 25 Euros) upon completing the questionnaire at home. All participants gave informed consent before participating in the study. In total 150 respondents participated (40 males; mean age = 44.8 years, SD = 15.3; age range = 14–81 years).

3.1.2 Materials and Analysis
Similar to the first study, participants indicated their age, gender and level of education and their paranormal beliefs (RPBS; 15 items; Cronbach’s α = .96). Belief in a Porous Theory of Mind was measured using the same 4 items as used in Study 1 (Cronbach’s α = .82). Traditional religious beliefs were assessed using four items (‘To what extent do you consider yourself religious?’; ‘To what extent do you believe in God?’; ‘How often do you visit a church?’; ‘How often do you pray?’; Cronbach’s α = .82).

The descriptive statistics and the correlations between the different scales are reported. We also compared the scores on the different scales between the two different groups that we tested (i.e., participants tested at the psychic fair vs. the Christmas fair) to establish the construct validity of our measure; we expected that visitors of the psychic fair would view the mind as being more porous than visitors of the Christmas fair.
3.2 Results

3.2.1 Descriptive Statistics

The average score on the RPBS was 3.94 (SD = 1.56; range = 1.00–7.00), reflecting that overall our participants believed moderately in the existence of paranormal phenomena (range: 1 = strongly disagree; 7 = strongly agree). The average score on the scale measuring traditional religiosity was 2.58 (SD = 1.41; range = 1.00–7.00), indicating a relatively weak belief in traditional religious concepts (range: 1 = strongly disagree; 7 = strongly agree). The average score on the PToM scale was 4.14 (SD = 1.48; range = 1.00–7.00), reflecting that overall participants tended to endorse a porous conception of the mind (range: 1 = strongly disagree; 7 = strongly agree).

When directly comparing the data collected in the different contexts, we found that participants at the psychic fair scored higher on the PToM scale than participants at the Christmas fair, \( F(1,148) = 16.60, p < .001 \) (see Table 3). The groups did not differ in traditional religious beliefs (\( F(1, 148) < 1 \)), but participants at the psychic fair scored higher on paranormal beliefs than participants at the Christmas fair, \( F(1, 148) = 49.69, p < .001 \).

3.2.2 Correlation Analysis

The correlations between the different variables are presented in Table 4. As can be seen, significant positive correlations were observed between the PToM scale, traditional religious beliefs and the RPBS. Furthermore, Education was negatively related to the PToM scale and paranormal beliefs.

3.3 Discussion

The second study extended the notion that endorsing a porous notion of the mind is related to paranormal beliefs, by using a larger and religiously more diverse group than in Study 1. In addition, we established the construct validity of the PToM scale, by showing that a group of people recruited at a psychic

### Table 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TRB</th>
<th>RPBS**</th>
<th>PToM**</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Group 1: Psychic Fair</td>
<td>2.65 (1.41)</td>
<td>4.71 (1.27)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group 2: Christmas Fair</td>
<td>2.52 (1.43)</td>
<td>3.16 (1.43)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
fair endorsed a more porous view of the mind than participants recruited at a Christmas fair. Thus the concept of a porous view of the human mind may be a central feature of belief in psychic phenomena. The elegance of the PToM scale lies in the fact that by simply asking people about their view of the human mind as being bounded vs. porous using different metaphors, we obtain a measure that has a high predictive validity for establishing whether people believe in paranormal phenomena and to what extent they believe in supernatural phenomena. A potential advantage of using this scale is that it avoids socially desirable responding, as most people probably won’t be aware of the relation between the PToM scale and belief in paranormal and religious phenomena.

In both Study 1 and 2 we found that the PToM scale was more strongly related to paranormal beliefs than to religious beliefs. This may be related to the fact that in both studies participants were recruited at a psychic and a Christmas fair, and participants may have strongly endorsed psychic but not necessarily religious beliefs. However, some mainstream religions (e.g., orthodox Protestantism) actually reject the possibility of ‘mind reading’ or consider the belief that spirits and entities crossing the boundaries of the human mind occult (Boyd, 1996; Emmons & Sobal, 1981; Rice, 2003). Therefore, some religious believers will likely view the mind as being bounded rather than porous – which could explain why the PToM scale primarily predicts psychic but to a lesser extent traditional religious beliefs in the first two studies. In contrast, other groups of religious believers may actually agree with the view that the human mind is porous, as anthropological studies have shown for instance that Pentecostal religious denominations may be characterized by endorsing a porous conception of the mind (Cassaniti & Luhrmann, 2011; Luhrmann &

**TABLE 4** Correlations in Study 2 between Age, Education, the Porous Theory of Mind scale (PToM), traditional religious beliefs (TRB) and the revised paranormal belief scale (RPBS)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Edu</th>
<th>PToM</th>
<th>TRB</th>
<th>RPBS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>.036</td>
<td>-.14</td>
<td>.06</td>
<td>.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edu</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>-.22**</td>
<td>.010</td>
<td>-.35**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PToM</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>.26**</td>
<td>.70***</td>
<td>.34***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRB</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RPBS</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note. *p < .05, **p < .01, ***p < .001.*
Specifically, Evangelical Christians in the US view the mind as a porous entity, which in turn enables communication with God and experiences of hearing God's voice. Thus, we should expect meaningful differences between traditional religious believers from different denominations in their view of the human mind. Accordingly, we tested whether different groups of believers would respond differently to the PToM scale that we developed. We tested for differences in the endorsement of a porous vs. a bounded view of the human mind in the Netherlands (by comparing orthodox Protestant and Catholic believers; Study 3) and in the US (by comparing self-identified religious, spiritual or atheist participants; Study 4).

In Study 3 we define Orthodox as those participants endorsing strong beliefs in God. This criterion was operationalized by using a selection criterion: participants were only offered the possibility to complete the survey if they rated their religiousness and belief in God with a 4 or higher, with the scale ranging from 1 (not at all) to 5 (very much; for details on procedure, see: van Elk et al., 2017). The rationale for comparing orthodox Protestant and Catholic believers was that in this way we could establish whether two groups of traditional religious believers (who both strongly believe in traditional religious teachings and concepts) differ in their views of the human mind. Such a finding would entail that within different religious communities, local differences exist in people's view of mind, which are shaped by one's cultural upbringing and religious training (Cassaniti & Luhrmann, 2014).

In Orthodox Protestantism (i.e., the Dutch reformed church), personal experiences of the divine (e.g., hearing God's voice, seeing visions) are often discouraged (Schmidt, 2000), and a strong emphasis is placed instead on revelation through the Holy Scripture alone (i.e., sola scriptura). The idea that God can communicate with humans by placing 'thoughts in their minds' is actually viewed as being reminiscent of psychic beliefs and is disapproved by the official teachings of the church (Boyd, 1996; Emmons & Sobal, 1981; Rice, 2003). Mainstream Catholicism also does not actively encourage personal revelatory experiences of God, but neither does it explicitly reject the view that mindreading is possible. Catholics are also less individualistic than Protestants (Cohen, Hall, Koenig, & Meador, 2005) and tend to make more external dispositional attributions (Li et al., 2012) compared to Protestants. Accordingly, based on these denominational differences we expected that Protestants would score low on our PToM scale, reflecting a bounded conception of the mind, whereas Catholics were expected to score at intermediate levels, reflecting a somewhat more porous and interdependent view of the mind.
Study 3: Catholics vs. Protestants

Methods

Participants

The third experiment was conducted in collaboration with a Dutch research agency (i.e., Motivation), which has access to a representative sample of Dutch participants (>100,000 respondents). In total 404 participants (188 men) completed our study; their mean age was 54.4 years (range = 18–70, SD = 12.6). Participants received credits which they could use to buy presents or gift vouchers in an online shop. We were specifically interested in recruiting highly religious Protestant and Catholic participants and part of this data was used for a different study on prosocial behavior (van Elk et al., 2017).

Materials and Analysis

Similar to the first study, participants indicated their age, gender and level of education. Traditional religious beliefs were assessed using six items (‘To what extent do you consider yourself religious?’, ‘To what extent do you believe in God?’; ‘How often do you visit a church?’; ‘How often do you pray?’; ‘My faith is important to me.’; ‘My faith affects my daily practices and thinking.’; Cronbach’s α = .89). The descriptive statistics and the correlations between the different scales are reported.

Results

Descriptive Statistics

The average score on the scale measuring traditional religiosity was 4.08 (SD = .70; range = 2.50–5.00), indicating that our participants strongly endorsed religious beliefs (range: 1 = strongly disagree; 5 = strongly agree). The average score on the PToM scale was 3.80 (SD = 1.20; range = 1.00–7.00; range: 1 = strongly disagree; 7 = strongly agree). Protestants scored higher on religious beliefs ($M = 4.41, SD = .61$) than Catholics ($M = 3.76, SD = .64$), $t(402) = 10.50, p < .001$. In contrast, Protestants scored lower on the PToM scale ($M = 3.42, SD = 1.23$) than Catholics ($M = 4.17, SD = 1.06$), $t(402) = −6.60, p < .001$.

Correlation Analysis

The correlations between the different variables are presented in Table 5. As can be seen, a significant negative correlation was observed between the PToM scale and traditional religious beliefs. However, when looking at the within-group correlations we found that for Protestants the PToM score was negatively correlated to religious beliefs, $r = −.26, p < .001$, whereas for Catholics the PToM Score was positively correlated to religious beliefs, $r = .14, p < .05$. 
4.3 Discussion

In the third study, we found that traditional Catholic believers scored higher on our PToM scale than orthodox Protestant believers. In addition, we found that among Protestants viewing the mind as porous (vs. bounded) was negatively related to traditional religious beliefs, whereas among Catholic participants viewing the mind as porous (vs. bound) was positively related to religious beliefs. These findings indicate that whereas the view that the mind is porous may be a distinctive feature of some religious communities (e.g., Evangelicals; Catholics), it is not a universal characteristic of religious communities in general. We propose that the endorsement of a porous view of the human mind is specifically related to frequent and intense experiences of the supernatural, when these are actively encouraged within one’s community (Luhrmann, 2012). Indeed, in a prospective study in the US we found that higher scores on our PToM scale were related to more vivid experiences of God and more frequent daily spiritual experiences (Luhrmann et al., in prep.).

All studies reported in this paper were conducted in the Netherlands. In order to provide a validation of our PToM measure in a different country, in Study 4 we recruited a large sample of participants from North America. In order to obtain sufficient variability in our religiosity and paranormal belief measures, we also used screening questions asking whether participants considered themselves a Christian, spiritual believer or a non-believer / atheist. By using a stratified selection procedure, we were able to recruit approximately the same number of self-identified Christians, spiritualists and atheists, thereby providing an additional opportunity to establish the construct validity of our PToM scale. That is, we expected that self-identified spiritualists would score highest on our PToM, followed by Christians and next by atheists, indicating that different groups of self-identified believers or non-believers can be characterized by a different view of the human mind.

### Table 5: Correlations in Study 3 between Age, Education, the Porous Theory of Mind scale (PToM) and traditional religious beliefs (TRB). *p < .05, **p < .001

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Edu</th>
<th>PToM</th>
<th>TRB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td></td>
<td>.20**</td>
<td>.05</td>
<td>-.11*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edu</td>
<td>-.05</td>
<td></td>
<td>-.05</td>
<td>&lt;-.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PToM</td>
<td>-.11*</td>
<td>-.05</td>
<td></td>
<td>-.20**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRB</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
An additional aim of Study 4 was to more firmly establish the factor structure of our PToM scale, by using a confirmatory analysis (Gerbing & Hamilton, 1996), instead of the exploratory factor analysis that was used in Study 1. By determining the relation between our English version of the PToM scale and religious and paranormal beliefs, we could further establish the construct validity of our scale.

5 Study 4

5.1 Methods

5.1.1 Participants
The fourth study was conducted as an online study using Amazon’s Mechanical Turk participant panel and was part of a larger research project in which different additional measures were included (Maij et al., 2017). The study was advertised among North-American MT workers, as a study on the relation between religion and behavior. In order to obtain sufficient variability in religious and spiritual beliefs, participants were first asked whether they considered themselves ‘Christian’, ‘Muslim’, ‘Hindu’, ‘spiritual’, ‘atheist’ or otherwise. By using a selection procedure care was taken that we created groups of Christians, spiritual believers and atheists of approximately the same size. In total, after exclusion of participants with missing responses, data from 772 MT workers was included in the analysis (361 females; $M_{\text{age}} = 34.9$ years, $SD = 11.3$; range = 18–71). Participants were offered a financial remuneration for their participation through Amazon’s MT system.

5.1.2 Methods & Analysis
Similar to the second study participants indicated their age, gender and level of education, their paranormal beliefs (RPBS; 15 items; Cronbach’s $\alpha = .96$). Traditional religious beliefs were assessed using three items (‘To what extent do you believe in God?’, ‘How often do you visit a church?’, ‘How often do you pray?’; Cronbach’s $\alpha = .85$).

5.1.3 Psychometric Scale Properties
The same four PToM items were used as in the first three studies (Cronbach’s $\alpha = .70$; $1 = ‘I don’t agree at all’; 5 = ‘I very much agree’). A confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) was performed using lavaan (Rosseel, 2012), an add-on package for structural equation modeling in the statistical programming environment R (RC, 2014). Parameters of the CFA model were estimated using the robust maximum likelihood (MLR) estimator and missing data was taken into account by
means of full information maximum likelihood (FIML) estimation. When data are non-normally distributed, ML standard errors may be biased downwards. The MLR estimator yields the same parameter estimates as ML estimation, but yields corrected standard errors, which are not biased downwards under non-normality (Chou, Bentler, & Satorra, 1991). In addition, Enders (2001) has shown that the combined use of FIML estimation and robust standard errors can substantially reduce negative impact of non-normally distributed and missing data. The scale of the latent variable was identified by fixing the value of the first factor loading to a value of one.

We will judge model fit based on the values of CFI and SRMR, as well as the estimated parameter values and their standard errors. Although we will also report RMSEA, this measure of fit presents with a positive bias in models with low degrees of freedom, which increases with lower degrees of freedom. In our model, the latent variable is measured by only 4 items, yielding only 2 degrees of freedom. In such a case, a positive bias is to be expected for RMSEA. We therefore assumed SRMR, which represents the standardized difference between observed and model-implied correlations, as well as CFI, which compares the fit of the fitted models to that of a baseline model of independence, to provide more appropriate indicators of model fit in the current study.

The construct validity of the PToM scale was confirmed by using convergent approaches. By using correlation analyses the relation between PToM and traditional religious beliefs and paranormal beliefs was investigated. In addition, by comparing the scale-scores between the different self-identified groups the construct validity was confirmed.

5.2 Results
5.2.1 Confirmatory Factor Analysis
The parameter estimates of the unidimensional model were as hypothesized: All loadings were positive and significantly different from zero. All standardized loadings showed values equal to or greater than .48, indicating a medium to large linear association between each of the items and the factor (see Table 6). The variance of the latent trait was: \( \text{SE} = 0.04, p < .001 \). According to the model fit indices, the unidimensional model showed acceptable fit to the data: The \( \chi^2 \) was significant, which is to be expected with a sample size of 772, and should not be taken as an indicator of model misfit (\( \chi^2(2) = 53.42; p < .001 \)). The comparative fit index indicated an acceptable fit (\( \text{CFI} = 0.93 \)), the Standardized Root Mean Squared Residual indicated a good measure of fit (\( \text{SRMR} = 0.04 \)), whereas the root mean squared error of approximation indicated unacceptable fit (\( \text{RMSEA} = 0.14 \)). However,
as the RMSEA may be biased because of the small number of items and the corresponding low degrees of freedom, the CFI and SRMR provide more robust fit indices in the present study and indicate a sufficient fit of our model.

5.2.2 Descriptive Statistics

The average score on the RPBS was 2.98 (SD = 1.43; range = 1.00–6.94), reflecting that overall our participants did not strongly believe in the existence of paranormal phenomena (range: 1 = strongly disagree; 7 = strongly agree). The average score on the scale measuring traditional religiosity was 3.25 (SD = 1.93; range = 1.00–7.00), indicating a relatively weak belief in traditional religious concepts (range: 1 = strongly disagree; 7 = strongly agree). The average score on the PToM scale was 2.81 (SD = .90; range = 1.00–5.00; 1 = strongly disagree; 5 = strongly agree).

As can be seen in Table 7, self-identified spiritual believers scored higher on the PToM scale than religious believers, and self-identified atheists scored lowest on the PToM scale, $F(2, 769) = 31.01, p < .001, \eta^2 = .08$ (all post-hoc
contrasts were significant, $p < .050$, indicating that the groups differed on the scores on the PToM scale). The groups also differed in expected directions in their general religiosity, $F(2, 769) = 829.47$, $p < .001$, $p_{\eta^2} = .68$ (all post-hoc contrasts were significant, $p < .001$) and in their beliefs in paranormal phenomena, $F(1, 769) = 135.59$, $p < .001$, $p_{\eta^2} = .26$ (all post-hoc contrasts were significant, $p < .001$)

### 5.2.3 Correlation Analysis

In a correlation analysis, the relation between the PToM scale and the demographic and religious and paranormal variables was investigated. As can be seen in Table 8, the PToM scale was positively related to religious and paranormal beliefs. When looking at the within-group correlations we found that the PToM scale was positively related to paranormal beliefs in all sub-groups (atheists: $r = .31$, $p < .001$; religious believers: $r = .36$, $p < .001$; spiritual believers: $r = .25$, $p < .001$). In contrast, the PToM scale was only related to religious beliefs in the self-identified atheist group, $r = .18$, $p = .003$.

### 5.3 Discussion

In the fourth study, we further validated an English version of the PToM scale in a large sample of participants from the US and Canada. By using a confirmatory factor analysis, we also independently confirmed the one-factor structure of our scale. Similar to the first two studies, we found that the PToM scale was strongly related to paranormal beliefs. As expected, we also observed that different groups of believers differed in meaningful ways in their endorsement of a porous view of the mind: self-identified spiritualists scored highest on the
PToM scale – reflecting a strongly porous view of the mind – followed by religious believers and next by atheists.

6 General Discussion

Across four studies, we developed and validated a novel scale to measure the extent to which believers from different backgrounds and religious communities perceive the human mind to be bounded versus porous (Taylor, 2007). Overall, we found that higher scores on the porous theory of mind scale (PToM) were positively related to paranormal beliefs, but not to traditional religious beliefs. These findings indicate that the perception of the mind as a porous entity may be a defining feature of belief in paranormal phenomena. Paranormal beliefs, such as belief in precognition, telepathy, mindreading and telekinesis all imply the possibility that thoughts can literally enter or exit the mind (Lindeman & Svedholm, 2012). A main advantage of using the PToM scale as a measurement instrument (i.e., over and beyond classical measures of paranormal beliefs) is that it may elicit less socially desirable responding, because participants may feel more reluctant to agree that they endorse a porous metaphor of the mind, rather than agreeing that paranormal phenomena exist. A related advantage is that the PToM scale is positively related to paranormal beliefs, without evoking associations with supernatural concepts, which could indirectly influence participants’ responding (Gervais & Norenzayan, 2012). We thus propose that the newly developed PToM scale may provide a parsimonious and elegant way to measure and predict belief in paranormal phenomena.

The relation between a porous view of the mind and traditional religious beliefs was more complex and differed between the specific groups that were tested. We found that the PToM scale was positively related to religious beliefs in a group of psychic believers (Study 1 and 2), in a group of orthodox Catholic participants (Study 3) and across a group of self-identified religious believers, spiritualists and atheists (Study 4). However, a negative relation was observed between the PToM scale and religious beliefs for orthodox Protestant participants (Study 3). When looking separately at the self-identified religious believers no association was observed between the PToM scale and religious beliefs (Study 4). These findings show that different groups of religious believers differ in their endorsement of a porous conception of the mind. In some mainstream religions (e.g., orthodox Protestantism) belief in psychic phenomena like ‘mindreading’ is rejected as being occult (Emmons & Sobal, 1981; Rice, 2003). In contrast, in other religious denominations (e.g., Evangelicals) belief in and practice of psychic phenomena (e.g., such as hearing the voice of God
or engaging in ‘spiritual warfare’) is actually encouraged (Klassen, 2007) and these groups may likely agree with the notion that the human mind is porous. Relatedly, a limitation of the present study is that all participants were recruited in countries in which the majority religion is Christianity. Thus our scale needs to be further validated in a non-Western context and/or countries with a different majority religion. Based on the theoretical proposal that Eastern compared to Western cultures may be characterized by a porous view of the mind (Taylor, 2007), it could be hypothesized that overall scores on the PToM scale would be higher in Eastern countries and also within folk religions that promote divination (e.g., numerology, tarot etc.).

Our findings are in line with the theoretical notion that religious and spiritual believers are characterized by a different notion of the mind than non-believers (Cassaniti & Luhrmann, 2011): the mind is not seen as bounded but as porous, such that thoughts and spirits can enter or leave the mind. Thereby this study provides an empirical validation of the idea that the concept of ‘mind’ does not only differ between cultures (i.e. western vs. non-western; cf. Lillard, 1998), but also differs between religious and non-religious people and between people from different religious denominations within the same culture. Similar suggestions for the notion that our view of the mind is strongly culturally determined can be found in studies indicating that intuitions about mind-body dualism (i.e., seeing the body and the mind as two separate entities) differ between cultures and gradually change through a process of socialization (Astuti & Harris, 2008; Bering & Bjorklund, 2004).

Following cultural learning accounts of religiosity and paranormal beliefs that have argued for a central role of culture in acquiring supernatural beliefs (Farias et al., 2017; Gervais & Henrich, 2010; Maij et al., 2017), we suggest that socialization and cultural learning play a strong role in shaping one’s (porous) conception of the mind as well. Supernatural beliefs and experiences and the view that the mind is porous are likely mutually reinforcing. For instance, the belief that the spirit of a deceased person still exists and that communication with that spirit is possible implies adopting a porous view of the mind. Beliefs and expectations that the mind is porous and that thoughts can travel – in turn – likely make people more prone to having experiences of ‘thought intrusion’, ‘mindreading’ or ‘supernatural communication’ (for theoretical account of how prior beliefs shape religious experiences, see for instance: Schjoedt et al., 2013; Taves & Asperem, 2017). Thus, being raised in a religious community will encourage the acquisition of both supernatural beliefs, as well as the view that the mind is a porous entity.

Our studies have implications for theories on the relation between cognitive biases and supernatural beliefs. A basic assumption of theories on so-called
hyperactive agency detection is that an evolved bias to make false positives and to attribute mental states to non-living objects is at the basis of supernatural beliefs (Barrett, 2000; Boyer, 2003; Guthrie, 1993). Several studies have indeed suggested that supernatural believers are characterized by an enhanced propensity for mentalizing and agency detection (Norenzayan, Gervais, & Trzesniewski, 2012; Schjoedt, Stdkilde-Jorgensen, Geertz, & Roepstorff, 2009; van Elk, 2013; Willard & Norenzayan, 2013). Our studies suggest that next to being characterized by a hyperactive mentalizing or theory-of-mind system, supernatural believers may actually have a more porous view of the mind than non-believers and atheists. Thereby, this study provides an important contribution to the literature and an interesting question for future studies would be to determine the relative role of hyperactive mentalizing vs. porous mentalizing in explaining supernatural beliefs. In addition, an intriguing possibility would be to explore the potential for experimentally manipulating belief in a porous theory of mind, for instance through the use of thought-transfer or mind-reading paradigms (Swiney & Sousa, 2013).

Many researchers have focused on how people perceive the mind of God and how this tendency develops across the lifespan (Bering, 2002; Bering & Johnson, 2005; Gray, Jenkins, Heberlein, & Wegner, 2011; Gray & Wegner, 2010; Knight, Sousa, Barrett, & Atran, 2004; Purzycki et al., 2012; Shtulman, 2008). By using classical theory of mind-reasoning tasks it has been found for instance that children from about 5 years onward come to conceive of God as a different agent than humans (Knight et al., 2004). In addition, it has been found that people attribute more psychological properties than biological or physical properties to God (Shtulman, 2008). It has also been shown that people believe that God has specifically epistemic access to strategic social information, related to cheating and lying for instance (Purzycki et al., 2012). Interestingly, in one study it was found that when believers were encouraged to take God’s perspective on a moral issue, they tended to show a reduced bias for non-believing outgroup members (Ginges, Sheikh, Atran, & Argo, 2016). From an evolutionary psychological perspective, it has been argued that belief in God’s privileged epistemic access, functions as an important social monitoring mechanism (Bering & Johnson, 2005). The continuous feeling that one’s thoughts and behavior are being monitored by an omniscient supernatural being may function as a powerful motivator of prosocial behavior (Norenzayan & Shariff, 2008). Although these different studies have focused on how people perceive the mind of God, little attention has been paid to the implications of this view for how religious believers view the human mind. An interesting avenue for future studies would be to investigate whether one’s belief that the mind is porous, is also related to measures of prosocial behavior and ingroup morality. As one example, the
belief that one’s thoughts are transparent for God or supernatural entities may result in more prosocial behavior (e.g., Gervais & Norenzayan, 2012).

7 Conclusions

We developed a 4-item porous theory of mind (PToM) scale and confirmed that a one-factor structure best accounted for the variance observed in the data. We established the construct validity of the PToM scale by showing the relation with paranormal beliefs, and by showing that different groups of believers differ in expected ways in their view of the mind as a bounded vs. a porous entity. We propose that our newly developed scale is a parsimonious instrument for measuring, predicting, and differentiating paranormal and traditional religious beliefs and experiences in future work/research.
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